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"Short of sex, school iisues touch
most deeply the passions of suburbia."

....rVidich and Bensman, Small

This is a study of right-wing protests in four suburban school

districts. The focus Is on hoW public bureaucracies deal.with demands

.from social movement groups. How do administrative organizations

respond to diiruption and protest from extremist groups? Under what

conditions do administrators acquiesce to'protestors' demands? 1
In

attempting to answer these questions:three elements of the protest

and response process receive attention: (1),administrators' responses

to uncertainty; (2) the managemeneof public discussion brachool

officials; and (3) the level of district organizational. effort to

.iesolve the conflict.
-

School district,administrations like otherorganinations, are

characterized .by routines, standard operating procedures, and. attempts

to follow rational decisionmaking norms (Allison, 1971; March and

Simon, 1958; Weick, 1979). While schools as Institutions change to

adapt to changing environments (Rowan, 1982), administrators attempt to

maintain conttol of their organizations and encourage adherence to

rules and'procedures. As we shall see, even minor disruptions of
0

routines present school administrators with difficult situations

requiring them to act in the face of great uncertainty. In order to

handle crises brought about protest, managers first attempt to

understand the situation so they can begin to make rough calculations

about what protestors will do next and about how they should respond in

a way which leads to a favorable outcome. In order to make those
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estimates, administrators make judgments and interpretations of the

situations which aid comprehension. They maY compare the liresent

tituationt to ones they. have faced in .the past, or they may ask about

other administrators' experiences in similar crises..' They rely on

mental constructs (Tversky:and Kahneman, 1970., or schemas.(Axelrod,

1973), or construct accounts (Bennett,

..crisis (Kiesler and Sproull, n.d.) and

1980) in order to interpret the

act-in a way which comports

with those interpretations. \

N.

Protests by local citizens present administrators with crisiS

situations filled with uncertainty and unpredictable futures to which

they give meaning.as they act to deal with the conflict. As one

student of social moveMents suggests:

,In group conflict choices.are invested with political meaning
in addition to other meanings, both as (people) perceive them
and as their opponents or uncommitted third parties perceive
them'. Both sides.lack full.and accurate information about
each other; they have misconceptions about each other's' ,

strengths and weaknesses; and they respond.to concrete
problems and choices in complex ways, with.a mixture of
outrage, anger, puzzlement, and shre4d, informed calculation.
(Oberschall, 1973, p. 25)

In the cases presented here, some aspects of the process of protest and

response are explored in an effort to understand how meaning is created

And assigned to these'crisis situations and with what effects on ttw-

outcomes 2
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Cases of Protest

Elmwood

Elmwood joined with,other school districts and a
non-profit research organization in the late 1960. to develop
a comprehensive curriculumin'sex education and family
health for possible use in grades kindergarten through

twelve. A.local physician had been giving presentations .

about human.sexual developmentto ParentTescher Associations
in the aret; parents appeared interested in the subjeCt and
expressed support for a more comprehensive program in the
schools. After spending two year* consulting with national
experts in the field of family health and sex education, es
well as local educators,..medical people,,and clergy, the
district hid a curriculum reidyfor use and "testing" in the

schools.

"In preparing for the.introduction of these new elements

into,the science and health curriculum, staff members of the

research group scheduled presentations-with distriet PTA
groups in the spring 1969: In additionto supportive,parents,

a group of loeal residents attended who raised objections to

the.sex education- program. Their objections took
administrators.and.curriculumidevelopets by surprise.. From
the beginning of the.project, theyohad been senaitiVe to the

' potential problems of introducing a flew sex education

curriculum and had taken,poins to involve local community
members in the planning and developtent stage,.

The first lettet to the.editor ofthe local newspaper was
written bya member!of the protesting group. ,An
advertisement paid for. by the American Opinion Library (a

Jobe Birch,tookstore) asked "Do You Know Whatis: Being
Planned for Sex Education in the,Schools1" and appeared in

the eame itsue with a news article about the school board's

plans to consider a summer school family living course at the

nextlooard meeting. The minutes,of that meeting reported a

large delegation of.c4tizens attending-the meeting to .

question the'board on the preposed science course on human

reOroduction.in one of the'schools. Each successive board
meeting from MarCh through May'mas attended tr,Y large numbers

of people interested in the sex-education curriculum. Every

weekly issue of the local newspaper during the three-month
period carried news stories, letters to the editor, and

advertisements paid for by either protesters or supporters of

the sex' education program in the Elmwood schools. A
petitAon Objecting to the introduction of the neW curriculum

was presented to the board of education. The'Superintendent

responded formally at a board meeting recoMmendingthat no

changes be made in current instructional methods and
materiale.



By the end of Nay the Superintendent had appointed a
steering-committee responsible for selecting 'residents
willing to serve on cdMmittees to reView.family living and
sex education curriculum-for elementrary grades, junior high.
school, and senior high school levels, respectively. Letters
to the editor continued to appear in the local paper through
July. Citizen advisory curriculum coMmittees began Meeting
in November 1969 and continued working tht.ough .1970; their,
final repoit WaS submitted to the board of-education in June
1971.

Controversy in the various committees focused on the .

federally-sponsored curriculum and its proOrietf and value
orientation, particularly for USS-1410 high school students.
One memter of the seniorlagh school reiVew committee
resigned the month beforethe final report was submittd to,
the board. Although she continued work on developing a
curriculum based on that used for 15 yeart by one teacher in
-the high school-, she cited probleMs with getting her
viewpoint across in the face of "extremists" on the
subcommittee who did not know the meaning of "Compromise."
In an informal note to the assistant superintendent she

'expressed even.more clearly her frustration and anger with
the actions of a fewmembers of her committee who had been
instrumental in recomnending rejection of the new sex
education curriculum.

The final recommendation.of the advisory committee as a
whole was to .reject the new tex eduCition curriculum
developed in cooperation with other districts using federal
funds. It further recommended that teachers could develop
curriculum based on that used earlier by one high School
teacher, and that teachers could continue student fielrips
to a local health center to view a program called ''Life
Begins." The importance of proper notification of parents
before the presentation of units on,sex education was
underscored, with the .acknowledgement-that parents could
remove their children from those sections of the.health and
science curriCulum, if they, wished. These recommendations
.were adopted by the school,boardiAthout modification.

South View

In the fall semester 1980,.the teachers in a South View
school introduced a program into the curriculum which was to
aid.them in motiviating students to learn and,take
responsibility for discipline in the classroom. The
principal and teachers of that school had attended a summer
workshop in which they were trained in techniques to help
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them be more effective teaehersespecially in building a
more coopeiative relationship with students, which in
turn, would have positive affects oh student achievement.
Announcements of the introduction of.this innovative"
program were made in the school's newsletter to parents and
at the fall open house.

In March 1981 the superintendent received several phone
calls prompted by a notice in a local church bulletin which
questioned the 'presence of the new program in the school.
The superintendent called a public meeting at which the
trainer.and developer of the program made a presentation
describing the program and its potential benefits toAstudents.
During that time, the Superintendent also called the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, as well as the state deparLment of
education to find out about groups-that might be involved in
these kinds of challenges to school curriculum.

Protesting parents attended two school board meetings at
which they raised objections to the new program. Their
major criticism of the prOgram was based on disagreement with
the values of "Secular humanisk," which constituted a
religion in the view of the coMpliining parents and
communicated values.to students WhiChparents did, not share.
The school board listened to objeCtions, reqUested and.
received research materials used by one proteiting parent,
and requested an evaluation of the program and recommendation
by administrators.

During the:Summer, the'principil wroee a memorandum to
the superintendentrecommending that the program be
continued and expanded teothermgrade levels in the school.
She cited improved discipline in.classrooms as reported'by
teaCherd,'ind isinroved achieveMent scores for those students
involved in the program to supporther recommendation.- The
recommendations of the aisistant superintendent and
superintendent,.however, suggested that the program be
removed in its original format, although teachers might
incorporate, at:their discretiOn, those materials from the
program cirriculum ihat they found useful. Finally,
district administrators developed a written policy and
procedure through.which future-objections and complaints must
go before reaching school officials. The School board
formally adopted the administration's recommendations in
October 1981, after notifying protesting parents of the date
and time of the meeting at which board action on the status
of the program was to be.taken.

5



Sun Valley

At about the same tine that parents were raising
objections in South View, administrators in Sun Valley were
faced With protests over textboOks proposed for.use in
their district. After review of'alternative.texts, the
science curriculum committee-in the district proposed
adoption of a sex education textbook in an effort to'update
their offerings. As IS their-usual procedure, the board of
,education placed about 40 textbooks, manuals, and

.

supplementary texts on disliay in the public library and in
the hdministration building for public peruial.ahd
announced their intention to consider adoption of those
texts at their mext monthly meeting:

A few days.before the February board meeting, a news
story reported that some parents, unhappy with the sex
education text being considered, 'were meeting to.organize a
protest at the next board meeting: _Three days later about
100.people attended that.meeting, many voicing complaints'
which the board noted. The board then moved to adopt all
ofthe texts and materials except two--a sex education
textbook and a civics text. Members of the board voted to
continue displaying the. controversial texts, taking the,
objectons under advisement for a month and reviewing the
texts with the-intent of voting on them at the next board
meeting.

.During the lolloWing.month.news articles and letters
to the editor, appeared in the local newspaper"qour
letters:objecting to the texts for varioUs*readons, one
letter supporting the schobls and the sex education'
text.

AtIbe school board meeting in March, board members
voted uanimously-to retain the twfxtextbooks in question
and to offer two sections of health education--one with
theaexeducation textbook, the other without it,
provided at least 15 students signed up.for the alternative
offering. In discussing the issue, one board member
reported that letters to the board on this. issue'

.

exceeded those received for any other issue, including
teacher's' strikes, and the letters sapporting the sex
education and civics,textbooks outnumbered those opposed.

Riverdale-

In February 1982, several parents in Riverdale visited
their childrens' school to raise objections to portions of

8
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the music curriculum in thejunior tigh school. They were

particulary concerned about the, use of rock music,by the
music teacher and were not satisfied'by their talks with
the teacher and Wilding principal. A forma complaint
was.then brought, before the suOriritendent, Who created
an advisory committee composed of parents, teachers.,
end'chaired by the assistant superintendent. Sii
protesting parents presented their objection to the
advisory council at the end of February. Three days
later, news stories about the hearing were carried in
three local newspapers. Parenti and students.who
supported the mimic curriculum and the music teacher
requested that-they be.able topresent their slde of the,
issue to-the superintendent's council. In early March' ,

° Stout 120 Oople attended; many of them making statements
in support of.the curriculuM, theteacher, ana the iChoOls

in general.

.In the next feW daysfour additional articles appeared
in local newspapers, as well at a letter to the editor
suppditing the music program. The weik'after thi-tecond
hearing,. the advisory council met to unanimously_recommend
keeping the music program ais currently offered.- The
folloWing,week the superintendent announced that, on the
basis of the council's recommendation, the district would'
retain the unit on rock music in the curriculum, adding that
parents have the option of withdrawinutheirchildren from
offensive portions of the curriculum if they so choose.

News articles and editorials, as well as letters to the
editor continued to appear after the superintendent's
announcement. The last public discussion appearedjn late
April in the form.of a "Guest Essay" in one local paper
signed by 11 individuals opposing presentation of rock music
in the music curriculum, and two letters to the editor, one
commenting on possible damage to the teacher involved. Since

then, the superintendent has received one'request for the

materials used in the music curriculum and for a copy of the
sex education curriculum used in the junior high school. His

letter respoonding to the request'listed the prices of the
books used in the two courses, if the invidividual wished to
purchase them. Two months after sending that letter he had

heard nothing more.

As the'brief desCriptions Of these four cases indicate, school

administrations vary in their responses to proteits from right-wing

groups. In Iwo of thwsituations, the textbooks4nd curriculum in

9



question were retained with little or no modifIcation; in,the other

two, the challenged curriculum or program was removed from the formal'

offerings in tbe schools. Imattempting to account for the variation in

outcomes, three elements'in'the process of responding io Challenges'are

. discussed: 1) administrators' responses to uncertainity; 2) the

management of,public discussion, and 3) .the level of hdministrative

effort in resolving the.conflict.

Administrators' 4esponses to Uncertainty

If we assume a .force model of political pressure and response

(Truman, 1965), superintendents; responses to protests seem.to conform
. . 4

to our expectations about how public officials respond\to their

constituents. If administrators suspected that a tight-wing group had

a role in initiating or Aiding the parents who were objecting, As

they did in Elmwood and South Viev4 Superintendents did not seem to be

willing to risk the possibility of public confrontation and met

parents' demands .. lf, on the other"hand, administrators believed that

the matter was simply role where a few parenti were concerned about their

children's education, as in the Piverdale case, but were not cOnnected

to outside groups, then they tended to recoMmend that the objectionable .

materials be retained and the protesting parenta be encouraged to

remove their children from that portion of the course in which the

curriculum appeared.. Administrators calculate that they can afford to

turn down the request, confident that the issues will not, explode'into

,

a community Conflict of greater proportions, if,they believe that the

situation is one of a few parents voicing concerns unaided and

unsnEported by a.larger group.

10



it is inladministrators' explanations and ipterpretatiOns of

events that
.

we find a paradox that, leads to further exploration -of

A
administrators' perceptions of these.situations. In cases where the

district administration stoOd firm in the'face of a challenge,

superintendents spoke of being opewand responsive to all requests;
a

parents and citizens should have a say in what is taught andowhat
k

:values shoyld be transmitted to their children. As two

administrators put it, "They're.faYing the taxes." The legitimacy of

"parents' demands was not questioned, nOrwas their sincerity or
P

concern for their children.

A q3uperintendent who had not reCommended any changes_in curriculum

in the face of public pareht objectiOns had this tO say About the

situation:

....I take every:conCern as a legitimate Concern even though
personally I think it's way out. Personally I may find it /-

distasteful, (hut) ritke it /Hi a legitimate Concern and give
it what.I feel is as.fair and objective a hearing is can be
given and Would vety,honestly magainst my own personal
beliefs on things if I felt the cbmmunitY felt that that's
tha waY it should go. . . really'feel that the schools
belong to the community and that it will respond to inpui
from the community. When I try to operate-that way, I really
don't feel.uncomfortable in situations of this nature.

'. _

The contrast, where superintendents had linked a few parents to

extremist groups like the John Birch Society, the Eagle Forum, the

agoral Majority, or.the Christian Crusade, adminiitrators did not see

citizens' complaints and requests. for involvement as legitimate.

Their discussion of the incident included references to the dangers of

letting extremist groups, such as the ones they were dealing with in

these situations, have any say in education and curriculum

policymaking. When asked "What do you think the appropriate role would
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be for these"kinds of gioUps in educational policymaking?" one

superintendent replied:

, That is kind of a tdugh question. There is a.big push right
now for public involvement,in education and I can go along
with that.. As long as it doesWt become too powerful in one.
particulat thing. Off hand, this particular type group
(extremist righte-wing) I would have to say 'No',..they would
have no place in there: I'm lookingNat'a broader spectrum.
I would have to say, right now in my personal opinion for .

this group I would say "No; no key at all."

Yet it was in. the face of opposition from these groups, "something
0

lurking in the dark out there," as one superintendent described them,

that school administrators and. boards were likel&, to acquiesce to

demands, for removal.of instruction materials.
45

Others have noted a similar phenomenon among administrators

implementing court-ordered,desegregation;-in schools (Muir, 1973).

Where adftinistrators'.attitudes did.not change, .but their behavior did,

justifications for their actions included references to the

overwhelming force outside of the.district which compelled them to

change thilir behavior. In the case of acquiesence to tight-wing

groups, administrators compared them to the Ku Klux Klan and to Nazis,

associating the groups in their school districts with a large and evil

force which was frightening and overwhelming. They further suggested

that sChool boards and administrators should not cave in to the demands

of these groups, that to do so would be to bow to the preferences of a

few.. As one superintendent put it:

I use the example always of Hitler, of how he was able to
persuade so many millions of people to his way of what he
wanted or thought was best. You always have groups who have
stronger beliefs, in whatever it would be--Ku Klux Klan,
whatever. You ite always going to have that. What the,
danger is (is) when they start--I'll use the term--'musaini
in' in areas where they don't belong. . .0f course the way to

.do it'always is with the young children. . . So that is where
I see the danger and if there are people there to say, 'Wait

12
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a minute, I'll listen to you but if I don't believe you, don't
force it on me.' If those people are no longer there At
just goes on and on:

Protest and Uncertainti

At this preliminary stage, we might suggest that it is not the

legitimacy of the demands which superintendents attend to in these

cases, but to the potential for irrational, spontaneous disruption

by extremist groups about whom-they know little, but whom they have

labelled agrpotentially overwhelming evil forces. One administrator

remembered with snme discomfort An-incident he had-been involved in

over ten years ago. As he recalled the situation, a few parents had

raised questions about what moral values teachers were imparting to

their children, and had raised their objections in a very disruptive

fashion.

It's very shot-gunny.. It's very.spontaneous., You walk into
your office'and you don't know what's.going to.happen, frot
where, and who's going to,be on the phone nexto . . .What

they (the teachers) don't realize is that every one of us is
'vulnerable. The analogy I use is: they, crucified Jesus
Christ, you know. No matter hoW virtuoUs you are, you're in
line just like everybody else.

Not only are the disruptions spontaneous, but the charges seem

irrational and unexpecfedi even.virtuous people do not escape being

challenged. Suddenly even actio'newhich had been succeAsful...-even

daudatory--in teaching children. are seriously questioned and labelled

as devianthy parents..

. As Frances. Pox Pivekand Richard Clowaed havesuggested in another

'context (1979), protest groups hive enjoyed the greatest successes when
j.

they have'presented officials With disruption and protest with

uncertain futures with which government agencies have had to_contend.
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In the face of those disruptions, administrators have acquiesced, at

least'in part, to group demands. While Piven and Cloward's emphasis

is on the power of disruption in gaining the attention ef'public

officials, the reactions of public School administrators in these

Situations point to the sense of uncertainty and dismay at what the

next moment may bring. One assistant superintendent eXplained:

She (one parent) took me completely off-base. . . . My position
with her was''I am.a building principal (in a large school of
2300 students) and I've got more important things to do.'
'And that was a mistake. . . There were a lot,of surprises,
because these people as a group, believe they are being
ethical. By my ethical standards, they are not. . . .

They came into the building,,-When 'the building was closed,
took pictures of teachers' bulletin boards, of particular
things on bulletin boards'. I.remember there was a picture
from Life magazine. . . and it showed a picture of a young

lady kicking her leg up in the air,. in .a.collage of things.
That was picked out and blown up in our local newspaper. .

They do not behave ethically, the way.I would think.
,

These protesting parents did get the attention of this school

administrator, as they have obtained the attention.of many,public

administrators recently. But the successful use of disruption may not

be due to the potential or social disorder and unreat in these

suburban communities, nor even to the annoyance and aggravation which

administrators feel when forced to deal with demands and events outside

of their routines.

One administrator's experience points to the lack of familiarity

and lack of knowledge about future outcomes as the most difficult for

administrators to cope with in these situations.

I guess I've 'become a little calloused (after dealing with
four different 'protests over the past 12 years). After you

do something enough timea it beet:ones eaSier. It's like
jumping off a high dive: the first time, I guess, it's a
little traumatic. After you've accoriplished it a few times,

it becomes lesstraumatic and more routine.

'14
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In this district's most recent experience with right wing groups, the

school administration remained firm in its recommendation of a sex

edOcation text, which the school board eUbsequently adopted,. In

contrast as reported by this administrator, the, first episode a decade

ago bad resulted in a vote, of copfidence.in the teachers, but also in

the "voluntary removal" of instructional !materials which had been the

object of controversy.

Interpretation and Information.

In analyzing the cases and,interviews with administrators, it

appears that administrators perceptions of the people and groups with

which they are dealipg account for,et lesst part of. their partiCular

responses and recommendations for action. To begin to understand the,

process by which school administrators come to understand light-wing

demands, we turn to the literature on social cognition and.particularly

to recent formulations of the process of administrators' responses to

cr ses . 3

One theory of managerial problem sensing suggests that there are

three stages to the process: noticing; interpreting; and

incorporating.

During noticing, managers must distinguish a potentially
problematic stimulus from the myriad stimuli.available to
them. During interpretation, they musteonstruct or assign
meaning to the,stimulus. During incorporating, they must
remember the interpretation and associate it with other
appropriate cognitions. (Kiesler abnd.Sproull, n.d.)

In.protest situations, school administrators.seem to have little

difficulty in noticing the program. Protestors either bring their

complaints through the channels and procedures of the district or
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attend board meetings in large enough numbers to be noticed. Although

there is some variation in the tactics used by extremist groups, the
4.

most common methods of gaining the attention of School boards and

administrators is through group attendance at board meetings, large
,

numbers.of telephone calla to district administrators, and letters to

editors of local newspapers.

The difficulty for. administrators emerges in the process- of'

intorpreting the demands, and may also be the key-to understanding the

apparent discrepancy between actions and justifications noted earlier.

In two cases in Which administrators stood firm in the face of

demands, echool officials had little difficulty interpreting and

understanding the demands being made. In Sun Valley, administrators

hadjuccessfully dealt with protest situations before, fukil developed

an adequate interpretation of Ehe group's demands and motivations

which allowed them to cope with the situation satisfactorily. In the
. ,

case of protest over use of rock music, both the superintendent and

assistant superintendent admitted that they, too, disliked rOCk music

but did not have any particular position on its use inothe

classroom.

I really don't think there are that many things in life that

are right or wrong. Rock music is an example.' I don't
think rock muSic is right; I don't think it's wrong.
Personally I don't care for it. If I had my choice of
listening to it, I wouldn't listen to it. I just don't like

the beat. But that's not to say that my perdonal tette is
what should preiail.

This superintendent understood why parents might complain about

the use of,rock music; he did not particularly care for that kind of

music himself and appeared.to be sympathetic to the six parents'

objection..The idea of disliking rock.musie was not at all foreign to

16
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him; he did not have to look.for a context, A way. of understanding,, .

these demands which required searching for more informatien.about

either the individuals raising objectons, or about the nature of the

arguments they were presenting. Even though the parents, in their

presentation to the curriculum'advisory.boSrd, "explained their

criticisms and concerns and (they).ment through the whole rigamarole

about it being anti-God , antiu-Christian,,breaking down the morality,

leading kids to drngs, sex,"-Administrators in thia situation could

understand the motivation of the complainants; they could interpret

the'arguments in a way Which comported with their ownsensibilities

and did not need to look further ror information to aid in

interpreting theincident.-

In situationi vhere administrators have:difficulty interpreting,
objections froM parents, they seek information about those individuals'

and their beliefa inan effOrt to placethem andtheir arguments in a .

context that makes sense. Administrators turned to several sources.for

information. In one instance, school board%members, after hearing 4

presentation from a parent, asked for and received the materials,she

had used in her research of school curriculum; these contained leaflets

and pamphlets from Christian Crusade, Eagle.Forum, and Mel.and.Norma

Gabler, activists familiar in right-wing education circles. .A

teacher in one district attended a-public meeting'of a local Moral

Majority group and gathered literature there Oich she passed on to

the superintendent. In the same district, the superintendent contacted

the Federal Bureau-of InVestigation, unsuccessfully, to get information

about.the groups 'he thonght were involved in his commnitity;.he did

receive material from the State department of education about the
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Eagle Forum and their goals tor education. in;another case, news media

representatives covering the protest ga4e the superintendent

infoimation about a "neo-Nazi" group outslde_of the district which had

communicated its support for the'protesting parents.

In e:Ch case, articles in magazines., newspapers., and assorted

pamphlets about organizations of right-wing movements made their way

into files of administrators; phrases in.these material were matched

with statements made by the protestors iudiscussions and public

hearings. As one assistant superintendent said, when asked how he knew

that the complaining parents were part of the ultra-right, "You can

read the script." By associating the phrases And terms used by

protestors, like "secular humanism," "pto-life," and references to the

Hatch amendMent, school administrators.placed individuals in these

incidents in a context which made sense to them. No longer were the

protestors seen as individual parents, tak-payers supporting the

schools, who had a legitimate right to raise concerns and problems

about the schools. In the process of interpreting the actions and

statements of these parents, administrators Could make sense of whim

appeared at first to be incomprehensible by associating' the Protestors

with right-wing groups;

The'irong is that by attempting to make sense of the objections to

curriculuM, school officials collected information Which encouraged

theM to interpret these protests as part of a.movement much larger than

a simple complaint in a tangle school district. Rather than responding

to the individuals as if to a few concerned parents, administrators

interpreted the situation as one in which they must defend "our

pluialistic political,system" against the ravages of a monolithic

18



totalitarian docial movement. On the one hand, their initial.reponse

is to make sure these kinds of people'do,not "muscle.in" and begin to
-

, Octate what values should be taught in the schools. On the other

hand, if idministrators feel that they are dealing with a powerful,

dangerous right-wing movement of national proportions, then modifying

small-parts of the curriculum, removing a single book from the achcal

library,-or dropping a textbook from instructional materials may seem

like a smalli)rice to pay in order to keep the situation under control

and keep those dangerous ind Powerfurpeople out of the schools. The

need for information to make'a'satisfying interpretation of prOtestors'

public.statements, wherethese statements ire not immediately

comprehensible, leads adminiatiators, in the.end;'to connect a few

individuals in'their Communities with aymbOls of political evil in our

societyHitler andthe Natfa. Where superintendents attempt to

dispel ambiguity and uncertainty, they end up creating a situation-of

fear and even greater uncertainty.

Sources of administrative certainty

Many factors may contribute to a superintendent's level of

confidence in the face of group protest and disruption. In the cases

presented'here, three faCtors stand out as possible contributors to.

administrators' sense of certainty: 1) familiarity with the challenged-

instructional materials; 2) confldence in staff and teacher abilities;

and 3) previous experience 'with protedt groups. These may mitigate

somewhat the effects of non-routine demands from external groups and

affect the final resolution of the conflict.
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In ibe early case in Elmwood of a challenge to the sex education

curriculum, the portion of the sex education curriculum which wa'a being

introduced for the first time as an innovation emerging from a

federally-sponsored program was removed. The-curriculum which remained

had been developed and used by a single member of the teaching staff.

for '15 years. Likewise, in the case where the use of rock music was

challenged, that curriculum had been developed by a single teacher and

had been used for eight years before the ehallenge,was brought to the

school administration. In both cases the challenged materials had been

developed by teachers Who were regarded as extremely successful, and in

one case, very,popular with students. -Tb7tontrast in South View where

a recentlyintroduced pilot progiam to motivate children was

challenged by parentsi the school board and.adminiatration recommended

that the formal prograM be discontinued. Teachers could incorporate

parts of the program into their lesson plans., at their discretion, but

it did not remain as a formal part of the_curriculum, nor was it

expanded and introduced at Other grade levels, as the teachers and
0

building principal had recommended..

We might expect to find in other situationi that the more

embedded in the curriculum the program or textbook, that is the more

it appears tobe an integral part of the basal curriculum, the more

likely the materials will be retained. We would exPect this beeause

organizations develop routines, ways Of doing things, Standard

operating procedures, in curriculum and subject matter no less than in

administrative procedUres, which are difficult to change (Allison,.

1973; Cyert and Narch, 1963; Weick, 1979). Individual teachers may

change and-develop parts of the curriculum from *one year to the next,
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but we would expect them to be marginal changes (Lindblom, 1958).

While it is not clear what it is'about being integrated into the

curriculum that makes it harder to remove those inotructional

materials, it may not he just a 'matter of routine.and habit which makes

'it difficult to'dislodge them. The.longer-the materials have been used

in.the school or district without complaint,.the more confident

'teachers and administrators nay be in justifying their use. They can

point to a history of teaching with these materials cAthout ehallenges

from parents and may have built up a record of satisfactory experience

with them. Familiarity with the materials--whether sex education

curriculum and tex,:s or social studies materials--and their

incorporation into teaching routines without complaints from parents,

then, may build confidence among teachers and administrators in the

faee of challenges from community members.

. A third source of confidence is the district's previous experience

with similar challenges. In two districts which had been the scene of

protests by right-wing groups about ten years ago, administrators had

learned from,those experiences, were familiar with the process of

protest, public discussion, and resolution. They felt prepared. Waile

in both cases, school administrators had acquiesced to some demands

made in early protests, in successive challenges, no policies or

practices were changed in response to right-wing demands. In Sun

Valley, for example, the most recent protest and challenge to materials
(

one again constituted a disruption of usual routines, but district

administrators had developed written procedures to aid them in dealing

with these situations. Although the procedure was time-consuming and

seemed annoying,and unfortunate to both the assistant superintendent
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and superintendent, the episode was not fraught With the sale distress

-that they expressed about the first incident. For those who have faced

these situations in the'past, the protest and its resolution had been

routinized--"You've lived.through it Sail you.know howto approaCh it."

"Management of public discussion

Although the process by which groups and school officials engage
*

in public discussion of controversial.matters varies from district to

district, a general-pattern or, natural history of protest and reponse

does 'eicliTge. First, there are usually preliminary contacts between

protesting individuals and school teachers and administrators, either

through telephone calls to the-superintendent or through articles in

local newspapers. In two cases, district administrators referred

individuals to the teachers or building principals involved suggesting_

that if parents were not satiefied after discussion with.those using

the materials, the Parent could return with a. formal, complaint which

might eventually be carried.to the school board. In Elmwood a groUp

of parents attended a PTA meeting at Which a proposed sex education

curriculum was presented and raised objections. In a fourth case, a

news article in the local paper reported that parents were meeting

before an upcoming school board meeting to organize protest to a

proposed sex education textbook.-

The next pbase ofthe process includes two kinds of activities.

The first is a series of public hearings or school board meetings at

which protesting parents make presentations. These vary.in format,

orderliness, and number, but Where administrators are successful in

resiSting challenges, the presentations follow a "pendulum" pattern, as
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one administrator termed it. First, statements are made by those

objecting'to particular'instructional materials--usually an

identifiable unit in the curriculum, or a particular textboOk_or set.of

textbooks and usually having to do with sex education or social

studies. Second, those who support either the particular programs or

the school administration make statements. According to.

Administrators in every case, these coMments and statementS of support

outnumber the protestors substantially. In one case protestors

accounted for about 10% of the audience, in another about 40%. In

another district, the complaining parents numbered siX while those

turning out to a second meeting to show support numbered 120. gven

when pressed by protestors to respond, school officials usually do not .

attempt to answer luestions or demands at the initial session. They

postpone their reponse and vote until a later public meeting, after

ieceiving advice and recommendations_from_distriet administrators.

FinaIly,.there is a meeting at which the board presents its decision

on the issue.;

At the time that public hearings take place, debate continues in

news articles and, most important, in letters to the editor in local

newspaper. The numbers of letters.ranged from 1 to l'in a single issue

of a local community neWspaper. In one case, advertisements were taken

out by each side in order to rally support. In three cases letters..

continued to appear after the board annOunced its decision.

Administrators expressed ambivalence about holding public hearinge

on curriculum matters. In two cases where school officials did not -
A.

meet right-wing demands, however, a series of formal public hearings

was held, in those where administrators met some Of the demands of
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protestors; one district heard'statementi during the course of a

regular school board meeting, the other held no formal hearinga,

although it did hear from citizens during the course of4ieveralschool .

board meetings. Ambivalence on the part of administrators seemed to

stem-from a desire to contain thi conflict,and to prevent1t4ht-wing

groups from publicizing their cause in a legitimate forum. They-did.

Y.

not want to-riik tbe possible persuasion of others in, ttie community' to

, the protestora' aide. This is not,Onfireasonable fear.- Although
.1.77

there is disagreement about theutility of public hearings in coopting

protest, some researcher have suggested that Movement groups have been

able to uee them to exert mite influence-over policymaking (Sabdtier,

1975).

What idme school offigials could net foresee.was what one

assistant suptendent termed a "pendulime of public opinion emerging

-fh-tY;e course* of public testimony. As this adminiStrater-dascrIed-the

process:

The pendulum, starts swinging one way,and you get, all aorts of
' textbook criticism,'.if you wish, and as the public:becomes
more.aware, then the pendulum starts dwinging back toward the
center. . . .Inevitably at the last public hearing, more-and
more'of the proa start appearing. . . .I've experience that
about three time.now.

At first, right-wing groups mobilized people who were dissatisfied

with the schools or the treatment of their children, for one reason-or

another; many of these people may not have been dedicated to a

particular cause or ideology, but were,irritated by the actibns of a

particular teacher or administrator. Initially, it appeared that
.

ultra-right ideologues were gaining adherentivand representing a

iubstantial Portion of community. sentiment. As their numbers grew and
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as.their objections were made public, however, those who snpported the

schools, which seeMed to be a majority in the cases discussed here,

began to turn out for public. meetings and lend their support to the

teachers and school officials In their communities. . In three cases, a

majority supporting school policy attended public meetings which

provided a justification for overruling the minority right-wing

demands. As one administrator put it, "I let the parents fight.it

out."

n ElmwoOd, a different method of community participation was

used. As noted in the .brief description of this case, rather than

holding public hearings; administrators managed the public discussion

' by appointing a committee, which, in turn, appointed several

committees to review the propoSed sex education materials. Four

committees comprised of.56 members, in all, spent 18 months reading

materials, vie-Wing films,, reviewing curriculum outlines and goals, and

writing reports of theirlindings and.recommendation. The process was

lengthy and, in
(

at least one committee, somewhat conflictual. As

reported in the case description, one member resigndd because she

could not work with "extremist ." Rigfit-wing members were represented

on these committees and were succesiful in making their opinions

known. In.the end, their views prevailed for the most part; the sex

education materials developed for introduction into grades

kindergarten through twelve were not incorporated'for classroom use. A

less well-developed curriculum, developed by one teacher was

resurrected and left to individual teachers to qpdate and use at their

discretion.

A cursory reading of the minutes of advisory committee.meetings



suggests that, in one committee 2 two or three members with strong4.

right-wing views INere able to manage the meetings so.that their

recommendations were adopted. Their success appears to be due paqly

to sheer abundance of attention Xo the committee's busineas--one

right-wing advocate attended moremeetinge that any other member of

that committee (cf. Weinei, 676-1p33tly to control over the written

minutpe of meetings, sad partly to obtaining strategic assignments:in

reviewing the proposed curriculum. In this case, protestors were
,

permitted access to decisionmaking in the district through an ad hoc

advisory committee. Their access to urriculum materials and their

ability to become experts inthd'area ihrough.division of committee

labor'and assignments, and in part, bedause of their;abillty to devote

.a great deal of time to the issue. resulted.in the.adoption of their
:

recominendations and succesEOn preventing the 'incorporation of a new
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sex edutation curriculum into the district schools. 4

Organizational Effort

can-

Finally, the amount of time and resources which school

administutOrs.devote to managing the conflict situation may .

contributeto variations in outcomes. The longer the time spent and
4--

the higher.the level,of-effort in dealing with the crisis brought about

by right-wing protest's, the more likely school officials were to

acquiesce to group demands.. In Elmwood, resolution of the conflict

.-took 28 months, incluging the time devoted to advisory committee

meetings; ih South View it-took aboutfi months. In both Riverdale and

Sun-Valley the 'process of initial 'protest, public hearings.and

xecommends.tions by the school board took 2 to 3 months. Officials in:

those two"districts did not,remove objectionable materials, while In-
^
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Elmwood and South Viewrsubstantial changes were made in the curriculum

in response to rightrwing demands. We might expect to find in other

cases, as well, that the greater the time, attention, and resources

devoted to resolution of these conflicts brought on by ultri-right

conservative groups, the-more important the issue appears to school

:admigtrators, and the more important and influential they may think the

protesting groups. To justify the expenditure of effort, officials

are likely to credit the protestors with influence and legitimacy, so

much indeed, that district policy'is changed in repsonse to their

demands.

Even Where school districts made no tajoi Changes in curriculum

and use Of teaching materials bUt spent some time And effort resisting

challenges, administrators reported subtle Changes in their approach

to matters of classrOot'teaching-ind textbook adoption. In Sun Valley'

where the.School administration had had.several experiences with

,

right-wing groups, the tOard"added an alternative.unit to the healeh

course to be taught without the challenged textbook. Moreover, an

administrator in this district said,

Truthfully, we always ask ourselves the question, "Is this
book going to be a contested book. .which is a subtle part
of this activity which in my own reading, iS the thing that
can hurt the most. Where was it in Virginia. . . where they
accomplished what they (right-wing group) wanted because
they started-cutting books out.' Our approach is, this book
is probably going to be contested; can. We defend it
educationally?. . If we say, "yes we can, then we will put
it on public display , but aware that it could be contested.

Likewise, in the Riverdsle'district, where the music curriculum

remained intact despite parent challenges, the superintendent

suggested,
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I think she (the teaCher involved) is using a little more
discretion, but the program has not been Modified., She was

-taking a,lot of songs freP Ole music popular with kids and
.not paying as muCh attention to the words as she probably
should have, especially working with kids this age, We

advised her of that.

School officialsand teachers, then, do sense a change in the way they

do things, even in districts where materials and programs have been

retained.

Conclusion

In summarizing the observations of school administrators'

responses to proteiat.by right-wing groups in four districts, I soggeit

that a major element of the process of group protest and administrative

response is administrative uncertainty about both the source and cause

of the challenge, as well as about the probable outcome of the

conflict. We might expect, then, that:

:(1) The moreuntertainty.administrators experience in
dealing With protest groups, the more likely, they are to
recommend modifications in policy Which satisfy protestors'

demands.

Several factors may.contribute to this sense.of uncertainty. So,far, we

have noted such things as: the nature of the issue raised and whether

administrators immediately understand the motivations Of the protesting .

parents: the degree of familiarity and length of successful experience

with the materials in quettion; the,level of confidence in teaching and

administrative.staff; and, previous experience with similar conflicts

initated by right-wing protestors. We also' noted that the degree of

uncertainty about the source. of the protest led to information-

gathering efforts. to reduce uncertainty. The information

collected, hoWever, tended-to introduce fear and, in that wa!'7,
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heighten uncertainty beCause it led to an association of the

protestors.with social movements of large proportions and potentially

dangerous unpredictable, and violent nature.

27

The process of protest, community mobilization, and public

discussion also appears to contribute to variations in the outcomes of

these situations. FrOm the cases discussed here we might expect that:.

(2) The greater the number of public community meetings
about the issue held bY school officials, the less likely they

-.sre to recommend modifications in policy which satisfy,
protestors' demands.

While initial 'putolic hearings appeared to favor those challenging

curriculum policy, successive meetings offered opportunities for those

who supported.the schools to hear about the protest and to mobilize

people and resources to defend school policies. This "pendulum" of

protest, however may have limits. The nature of a pendulum may

be to swing right and then.left, but the metaphor leads us to suggest

that the pendulum may also swing back to the right.. In the Elmwood

case, the process of public discussion in school board meeting's did

lead to a show of support for school Officials, but the continuation

of the conflict in the less overtly conflictual and public arena of

advisory committee meetings seemed.to favor those who disagreed with

school policy on sex education programs. This process of citizen

participation in education decisionmaking warrants more detailed

analysis to understand better the dynamic of the process.

For now, however, a final expectation may be formulated:

(3) The more time and effort spent on the process of protest
and response, the more likely are school officials to
recoMmend modifications in policy which satisfy protestors'
demands.
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I suggest that this happens, in part, because administrators may gauge

the importance of issues, the level of commitment of protestors, and

the potential. for future such protesis by the amount of tine that

citizens and administrators invest in the resolution of the conflict

at hand. The more time and effort devoted to the present conflict,'the

more likely another Such Challenge may.occur in the future. Since

administrators' prefer tO avoid such.potential conflicts, they may

acquiesce to present demands hoping to prevent future protests.

Administrators' perceptions otthe centrality of the" issue to the

general administration, of the district may also contribute to their

willingness to spend time on the issue in the future. While

administrators may feel comfortable spending a lot of time on important

issues like school-finance, building.closings, collective bargaining

with teachers, and the like, hours spent in resolving'conflicts about' .

relatively minor issues may.seem wasteful. Ifofficials believe the

issue to be relatively unimportant (the adoption.of a single textbook,

changes in a two-week unit.on Sex education.in a course at one grade

level), and they devote a great deal of tine to resolving the conflict,

they are not likely to want to provoke an outcry on the same issue in

the future. One assistant superintendent described these issues as

"frivolous," matters that were not at the heart of school administration

or governMental policymaking in general. Another put it this_

way:

:1

We spent one Christmas vacation of 1969 putting together this
document which is about 20 or 30 pages to answer.some
questions one guy was asking. So we were spending a heck of
a lot of time, and a lot ot effort and energy. So.for those
reasons we have just kind of said to heck with that whole

.noise. If the public wants. it (sex education), they will
demand it and then,we are in a position to do it. Until that
time we will do other,things--we'll teach ,reading, writing,

o
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and arithmetic. All of the other things that we are
doin4r:-there aremiOy in'thiedistriotsuperior things,
just kind of stand still or go *rhe board. Or you think,-

"well., What the heck, what's..the motivation tO really make
this a superior district?"..Ii is just defeating in that-
respect. 9

This paper has focdsed on three'aspects of the process of school

administration response to right-wing.protests in four cases.

Administrators' Sense of dnOertnitti,.'thempenduluei of public
, ,

. .

support, and the level of organitational effort deVoted to resolving
.

the conflict are major factors WhiCh may begin.to aceOunt for

variations in administrative'response to protests by contemporary '
. -

social movements.
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Notes

1. The responseof governmint officials'to protest movements has
received attention, of course (Manson, 1975; Feinstein and Feinstein,
1974; Piven and Cloward, 1979; Sabatier, 1975), but most research on
official response has focused on the relationships between stable,
institutionalized interest groups and governmental bureaucracies (see,
'for exampleEdelman, 1964; Lowl, 1979; McCennell, 1966).

7

In addition, the literature on social movements has treated--their
origins, evolution, maintenance, and'transformation into interest,groups
(Gusfield, 1970; Handler, 1978; Heberle, 1951; lftssinger, 1955;
Obersdhall,.1973; Smelser, 1963; Tilly, 1978; TUrner and Killian
(eds.), 1972). Political scientists have 'examined, With particelar
interest, the uses of_protest.in political and sociil movements in the
United .States to understand, the conditioni.which contribute- to its
use (Eiseinger, 1973), -its role in moVement cohesion ansPorganiZational
maintenance (Wilson, 1961; Walker, 1963), as well- as ite useAls:a
-resource in achieving movement golds (Qamson, 1975; Lipsky, 1960.!.'.

Recent discussions,.in fact, have suggested that political.movements
with low resources have been'most successful When they,have used the

threat of disruption and social dilorder in presentingtheir claims to

'government agencies (Piven and Cloward, 1979).

2. Data for this study were collected from.local neWspaper accounts,
interviews with nine school administrators, and documents,from school

. district files. Interviews took Tdace Ah June and July 1982. . To

preserve anonymity the names of the communitieS have been changed,.

I wish to thank both the Institute of Government and Public Affairs and
the Research Board at the University of Illinois for financial
assistance with this project.

3. Sara Kiesler and Lee Sproull have thoroughly reviewed much of the

literature in the field, a task beyond the scope of this paper, and
applied it to the special case of how managers come to know that a
problem exits. See their excellent presentation, "Managerial Response

to changing Environments: Perspectives on Problem Sensing from Social

Cognition," Unpublished paper, Carnegie-Mellon University, no
date.

4. The Elmwood case seems to resemble Philip Selznick's classic study
of informal cooptation of the Tennessee Valley Authortiy (TVA) by local
farm groups in the state (TVA and the Grass Roots, Berkeley,
Calif.: University of California Press, 1949). Attempts to formally
coopt local community members in order to set up communication
channels with those at the local level, as well as to forestall
possible disruption of a new federal program, resulted in an
unintentional shift in the goals of the TVA. Local farm groups were

able to informally coopt the TVA through their participation on local

advisory boards. Although the TVA was able to implement several major
programs like the electrification program, its conservation goals were

not met becausa of lack of support from relatively powerful groups in

the area.
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